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Council investigation officer Inspection and Recommendation Report 
Clause 17(2) of Schedule 5, of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 

1979 (the Act) 
 

CSM: 2600207   Officer: G. Scotton       Date: 6 September 2021 
 
Premises: 11 Smail Street, Ultimo 
Executive Summary:  

Council received correspondence from the Commissioner of Fire and Rescue NSW (FRNSW) in 
relation to the subject premises with respect to matters of fire safety. 

The premise consists of a 7-storey building containing 34 residential units. Records indicate the 
building was converted from a warehouse and was first occupied in its current use, pursuant to 
certification issued in 2012.  

An inspection of the premises and specifically the matters raised by FRNSW was attempted on 3 
September 2021. The building manager advised he is currently a close contact with two confirmed 
cases of COVID-19 and is currently self-isolating. The inspection was postponed until safe access 
can be provided at a later date. 
 
Council investigations have revealed that whilst there remains several fire safety “maintenance and 
management” works to attend to, the overall fire safety systems provided for the subject premises 
are considered adequate in the circumstances. An inspection seeking to confirm this will be 
undertaken once it is safe to do so. 
 
It is considered (subject to future inspection) that the matters cited by FRNSW can be addressed by 
routine preventative and corrective maintenance actions under the corrective action correspondence 
issued by Council.   
 
Council has scheduled future compliance inspections to ensure required fire safety measures and 
management practices are being carried out to the degree necessary. 
 
Observation of the external features of the building did not identify the existence of any 
combustible composite cladding on the façade of the building. 
 
  



 

Chronology 

Date Event 
03.08.2021 FRNSW correspondence dated 3 August 2021 received regarding premises, in relation to an 

inspection carried out on 26 May 2021 

23.08.2021 A review of City records revealed a fire safety statement dated 21 September 2020 relating to 
twenty-one fire safety measures, including sprinklers, a fire detection and alarm system, 
building occupant warning system, and measures as outlined in a fire engineering report 

27.8.2021 Issues discussed with both the fire contractor and managing agent, who advised: 
1. Rectification of a fault in the fire indicator panel is pending access to a residential unit, 

as access to the unit has not been able to be obtained to date 
2. The hydrant pump maintenance issue has been resolved, and the pump is now 

functioning as required by the fire safety schedule 
3. An exit sign maintenance issue is expected to be resolved shortly 
4. Planter boxes at the roof/penthouse level which may have provided a foothold for 

climbing have been removed (the managing agent  was advised to ensure that no 
planters are placed in proximity to balustrades or barriers so as to provide a foothold 
for climbing in the area) 

5. The current fire safety statement is prominently displayed in the foyer of the premises 
The managing agent and fire contractor agreed to provide documentary evidence of 
rectification upon resolution of the issues raised by FRNSW. 

03.09.2021 Following a COVID-19 risk assessment, a review of the nature of the issues, previous history 
of the premises, and available City records, it was determined that an inspection of the 
premises not be carried out at this point in time, but to refer the maintenance issues directly 
to the owner of the premises for resolution, in conjunction with the required fire statement 
due by 21 September 2021. 

06.09.2021 Compliance instruction issued to the owner in writing, requiring maintenance of fire safety 
measures in accordance with the fire safety schedule, including clearing faults in the fire 
indicator panel, maintenance of hydrants and exit signage, together with a reminder to 
ensure objects are not provided in proximity to balustrades, and to provide a compliant fire 
safety statement by the due date  

 

FIRE AND RESCUE NSW REPORT: 
 
References: [D21/89280; 2021/373380-01] 
 
Fire and Rescue NSW (FRNSW) conducted an inspection of the subject premises on 26 May 2021 
in accordance with Section 9.32 (1) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 (the 
Act). The inspection was undertaken after FRNSW received correspondence regarding the 
adequacy of the provisions for fire safety in connection with the premises.  
 
Issues  
 
The report from FRNSW detailed the following:  

 
1. Two faults were displayed on the fire indicator panel 
2. The hydrant service record indicated hydrant diesel when running causes smoke, requires 

urgent attention 
3. An exit sign on the ground floor was not illuminated 
4. A balcony balustrade non-compliance with the National Construction Code (Building Code of 

Australia), including the balustrade design and placement of planter boxes, providing 
possible footholds for climbing. 
 

FRNSW is therefore of the opinion that there are inadequate provisions for fire safety within the 
building 

 



 

FRNSW Recommendations  
 
FRNSW have recommended that Council inspect and address any other deficiencies identified on 

‘the premises’ and require the items within the FRNSW report to be addressed appropriately.  
 
FRNSW have also requested that a notice of any determination in respect of the recommendations 
is forwarded to them in accordance with Schedule 5, Part 8, Clause 17 (4) of the Environmental 
Planning and Assessment Act 1979. 
 
 

COUNCIL INVESTIGATION OFFICER RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 

Issue  
Order (NOI) 

Issue 
emergency 
Order 

Issue a 
compliance 
letter of 
instruction 

Cited 
Matters 
rectified 

Continue to undertake 
compliance action in 
response to issued 
Council 
correspondence 

Continue with 

compliance 

actions under the 

current Council 

Order 

 

Other  
(to 
specify) 

 
As a result of the review undertaken by Council investigation officers, it is recommended that the 

owners of the building continue to comply with the written fire safety compliance instructions as 

issued by Council officers to rectify the identified fire safety deficiencies noted by FRNSW. 

The above correspondence has instructed the responsible site personnel to carry out corrective 
actions to promote compliance. 
 
Follow-up compliance inspections will be undertaken by a Council officer to ensure all identified fire 
safety matters are suitably addressed and that compliance with the terms of Council’s 
correspondence occur. 
 
It is recommended that Council not exercise its powers to give a fire safety Order at this time. 
 
That the Commissioner of FRNSW be advised of Council’s actions and outcomes. 
 
Referenced documents: 
 

No# Document type Trim reference 

A1 FRNSW letter dated 3 August 2021 2021/373380-01 

 
 
Trim Reference: 2021/373380     CSM reference no.: 2600207 

 



 



 



 

 


